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The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia: Dictionary
With relentless media coverage, breathtaking events, and extraordinary congressional and independent investigations, it is
hard to believe that we might not know some of the most significant facts about the presidency of George W. Bush. Yet
beneath the surface events of the Bush presidency lies a secret history -- a series of hidden events that makes a mockery of
many of the stories on the surface. This hidden history involves domestic spying, abuses of power, and outrageous
operations. It includes a CIA that became caught in a political crossfire it could not withstand, even against the wishes of
the commander-in-chief. It features a president who created a sphere of deniability, in which his top aides were briefed on
matters of the utmost sensitivity -- but the president was carefully kept in ignorance. STATE OF WAR reveals this hidden
history for the first time, including scandals that will redefine the Bush presidency.

Pearl Harbor
Jan Karski’s Story of a Secret State stands as one of the most poignant and inspiring memoirs of World War II and the
Holocaust. With elements of a spy thriller, documenting his experiences in the Polish Underground, and as one of the first
accounts of the systematic slaughter of the Jews by the German Nazis, this volume is a remarkable testimony of one man’s
courage and a nation’s struggle for resistance against overwhelming oppression. Karski was a brilliant young diplomat when
war broke out in 1939 with Hitler’s invasion of Poland. Taken prisoner by the Soviet Red Army, which had simultaneously
invaded from the East, Karski narrowly escaped the subsequent Katyn Forest Massacre. He became a member of the Polish
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Underground, the most significant resistance movement in occupied Europe, acting as a liaison and courier between the
Underground and the Polish government-in-exile. He was twice smuggled into the Warsaw Ghetto, and entered the Nazi’s
Izbica transit camp disguised as a guard, witnessing first-hand the horrors of the Holocaust. Karski’s courage and testimony,
conveyed in a breathtaking manner in Story of a Secret State, offer the narrative of one of the world’s greatest
eyewitnesses and an inspiration for all of humanity, emboldening each of us to rise to the challenge of standing up against
evil and for human rights. This definitive edition—which includes a foreword by Madeleine Albright, a biographical essay by
Yale historian Timothy Snyder, an afterword by Zbigniew Brzezinski, previously unpublished photos, notes, further reading,
and a glossary—is an apt legacy for this hero of conscience during the most fraught and fragile moment in modern history.

Creating the Secret State
Traces the history of the anti-abortion movement in the years since Roe v. Wade and details the crusade's descent into
violence

Secret Wars
As Cold War Britain came under the terrifying shadow of nuclear destruction, secret government plans were underway to
ensure the survival of a chosen few . . . Peter Hennessy's sensational book draws on recently declassified intelligence and
war-planning documents, and interviews with key officials to reveal a chilling behind-the-scenes picture of the corridors of
power when the world teetered on the brink of disaster. Who would have gone underground with the Prime Minister in the
event of an attack? Where is this secret bunker? Under what circumstances would we retaliate? Where were the Soviet's UK
targets thought to be? Whose finger was - and is - on the button? And what kind of world would have been left when the
dust had settled and 'breakdown' had occurred . . .'

State of War
"Based almost entirely on archival and other primary sources, Rudgers's book describes in detail how the CIA evolved from
its original purpose - as a watchdog to guard against a "nuclear Pearl Harbor" - to the role of clandestine warriors
countering Soviet subversion, eventually engaging in more forms of intelligence gathering and covert operations than any
of its counterparts."--BOOK JACKET.

Britain's Secret War
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The Secret War on the United States in 1915
First published in 1947, Pearl Harbor: The Story of the Secret War is widely regarded as the first Revisionist book about the
attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, and the complex history which preceded and followed it. Although it drew
both criticism and praise on its initial release, this book covers many aspects of that war, its antecedents and its
consequences, and ranks among the best of the numerous volumes published on the subject. “Those who object to
historical skepticism may complain that my book is no contribution to the political canonization of its central figure. That is
no concern of mine. As to the purpose my book is intended to serve, some observations from the minority report of the Joint
Congressional Committee which investigated the Pearl Harbor attack are pertinent: ‘In the future the people and their
Congress must know how close American diplomacy is moving to war so that they may check in advance if imprudent and
support its position if sound How to avoid war and how to turn war -- if it finally comes -- to serve the cause of human
progress is the challenge to diplomacy today as yesterday.’“—George Morgenstern

The Secret State: A History of Intelligence and Espionage
The Deeper State is about the elites, their secret societies, world power centers and evil motivations behind the chaotic
contemporary world pressing all life toward a final one world empire. The contemporary trigger that briefly lifted the veil on
this darkness was the election of President Donald Trump who exposed the power brokers, their evil agenda, their
techniques and ideology much like when one is shocked when lifting a rock in the forest to discover hidden underneath
slimy poisonous vipers. Deep State is a term that has recently come into vogue to describe the forces in Washington and
around the country that are rallying to overturn the election of President Trump. But there is far more to this organized
resistance, there is an even ¿deeper state¿ that must be exposed to fully understand the imminent danger.THE DEEPER
STATE discloses for the first time¿¿ Behind the scenes super elites who promote a false panacea through promises of
globalization.¿ How globalist are taking over the world¿s power centers¿ The instruments of global power and the secret
hands of the globe¿s evil puppet masters. ¿ The history of the world¿s super class.¿ The marriage of modern globalism and
progressivism with deep roots in Marxism and Darwinism.¿ The one-world government elite behind the European Union.¿
The spiritual aspects of an invisible war and its Achilles heel. Just when all hope seems lost there is an ancient leader that
provides sage advice for these tumultuous times. Yes, God has pre-ordained the final outcome but until that time, which
could be soon, we can make a difference in spite of the rigid and seemingly overwhelming push by the elites and their evil
ally in the unseen realm.

Tom Clancy's Net Force: State of War
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From one of the foremost historians of the period and the acclaimed author of Inferno and
Catastrophe: 1914, The Secret War is a sweeping examination of one of the most important yet underexplored aspects of
World War II—intelligence—showing how espionage successes and failures by the United States, Britain, Russia, Germany,
and Japan influenced the course of the war and its final outcome. Spies, codes, and guerrillas played unprecedentedly
critical roles in the Second World War, exploited by every nation in the struggle to gain secret knowledge of its foes, and to
sow havoc behind the fronts. In The Secret War, Max Hastings presents a worldwide cast of characters and some
extraordinary sagas of intelligence and resistance, to create a new perspective on the greatest conflict in history

Madame Fourcade's Secret War
Reginald Jones was nothing less than a genius. And his appointment to the Intelligence Section of Britain's Air Ministry in
1939 led to some of the most astonishing scientific and technological breakthroughs of the Second World War. In Most
Secret War he details how Britain stealthily stole the war from under the Germans' noses by outsmarting their intelligence
at every turn. He tells of the 'battle of the beams'; detecting and defeating flying bombs; using chaff to confuse radar; and
many other ingenious ideas and devices. Jones was the man with the plan to save Britain and his story makes for riveting
reading.

The Secret State
At the beginning of May 2005, just before the British elections, the London Times published the so-called Downing Street
memo, the leaked secret minutes of a July 2002 meeting of senior British foreign policy and security officials. The memo
suggested that eight months before the invasion of Iraq, long before weapons inspections resumed, President Bush had
already decided on war and to justify it by Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction and links to terrorists, that the “intelligence
and facts were being fixed around the policy,” that the US wanted to avoid consulting the UN, and that few plans were
being made for the aftermath of war. Largely ignored in the US press for weeks afterward, the memo was finally published,
with an extensive commentary by Mark Danner, in The New York Review. Danner wrote two follow-up pieces about the
significance of the memo, showing how it proves that Bush had decided to invade Iraq much earlier than he admitted and
only agreed to weapons inspections not to avoid war but in the expectation that the Iraqis would invite it by refusing to
cooperate. Most important, Danner argues that in the face of such clear evidence of deception, the press, public, and
Congress still have not held the administration responsible. The Secret Way to War beings together Mark Danner’s strongly
argued analysis of the Downing Street Memo, along with the text of the memo itself and seven other leaked British
documents that show Tony Blair’s government struggling to find legal and political rationales and strategies to support
regime change in Iraq.
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Most Secret War
Shadow Government
States seldom resort to war to overthrow their adversaries. They are more likely to attempt to covertly change the opposing
regime, by assassinating a foreign leader, sponsoring a coup d’état, meddling in a democratic election, or secretly aiding
foreign dissident groups. In Covert Regime Change, Lindsey A. O’Rourke shows us how states really act when trying to
overthrow another state. She argues that conventional focus on overt cases misses the basic causes of regime change.
O’Rourke provides substantive evidence of types of security interests that drive states to intervene. Offensive operations
aim to overthrow a current military rival or break up a rival alliance. Preventive operations seek to stop a state from taking
certain actions, such as joining a rival alliance, that may make them a future security threat. Hegemonic operations try to
maintain a hierarchical relationship between the intervening state and the target government. Despite the prevalence of
covert attempts at regime change, most operations fail to remain covert and spark blowback in unanticipated ways. Covert
Regime Change assembles an original dataset of all American regime change operations during the Cold War. This fund of
information shows the United States was ten times more likely to try covert rather than overt regime change during the
Cold War. Her dataset allows O’Rourke to address three foundational questions: What motivates states to attempt foreign
regime change? Why do states prefer to conduct these operations covertly rather than overtly? How successful are such
missions in achieving their foreign policy goals?

Washington's Secret War
The State, War, and the State of War
Peter Hennessy is widely acknowledged to be one of the most entertaining British historians now writing. But the subject of
his new book is far from conventionally engaging. Based on primary archival research and interviews with participants, for
which Hennessy is also renowned, it examines in detail the top-secret retaliation procedures that were put in place should
the UK be attacked in a nuclear war, and what the planners thought the consequences of such a war might be.

Covert Regime Change
For twenty-six years, Iran has waged an international terrorist war while the intelligence services of the West, led by Mossad
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and the CIA, have waged a relentless, mostly clandestine counter-jihad in return. Though Iran has become a quietly looming
threat, little has been revealed about this intelligence-based war. Now, Ronen Bergman, Israel’s leading reporter and
analyst of intelligence affairs, has written a full account of this secret war. He connected the dots of the long history of
Iranian backed terrorist attacks, and revealed for the first time many classified operations against the Iranian terrorist
network, including details about collaborations between Israel’s Mossad and the CIA and FBI; thrilling Mossad operations,
the successful recruitment of top insiders of Iranian intelligence, who have disclosed a wealth of information about Iran’s
nuclear program as well as it’s terrorist activities; and the use of ultra-sophisticated surveillance equipment to penetrate
and damage Iranian targets. From the Iranian proxy Hizbollah’s planning of terrorists attacks from apartments in New York
City, to Iran’s training of an army of work Iraqi insurgents in the techniques of suicide bombing and the making of
improvised explosive devises, he showed Iran has steadily waged war against the West.

Shadow Wars
Secret Wars is the first book to systematically analyze the ways powerful states covertly participate in foreign wars,
showing a recurring pattern of such behavior stretching from World War I to U.S.-occupied Iraq. Investigating what
governments keep secret during wars and why, Austin Carson argues that leaders maintain the secrecy of state
involvement as a response to the persistent concern of limiting war. Keeping interventions “backstage” helps control
escalation dynamics, insulating leaders from domestic pressures while communicating their interest in keeping a war
contained. Carson shows that covert interventions can help control escalation, but they are almost always detected by
other major powers. However, the shared value of limiting war can lead adversaries to keep secret the interventions they
detect, as when American leaders concealed clashes with Soviet pilots during the Korean War. Escalation concerns can also
cause leaders to ignore covert interventions that have become an open secret. From Nazi Germany’s role in the Spanish
Civil War to American covert operations during the Vietnam War, Carson presents new insights about some of the most
influential conflicts of the twentieth century. Parting the curtain on the secret side of modern war, Secret Wars provides
important lessons about how rival state powers collude and compete, and the ways in which they avoid outright military
confrontations.

The Secret War
“A book about secrets and surveillance . . . [from] one of the great forces on the side of clarity, democracy, openness, and
really good writing” (Rebecca Solnit, author of Hope in the Dark). In 1964, a book entitled The Invisible Government
shocked Americans with its revelations of a growing world of intelligence agencies playing fast and loose around the planet,
a secret government lodged inside the one they knew that even the president didn’t fully control. Almost half a century
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later, everything about that “invisible government” has grown vastly larger, more disturbing, and far more visible. In his
new book, Tom Engelhardt takes in something new under the sun: what is no longer, as in the 1960s, a national security
state, but a global security one, fighting secret wars that have turned the president into an assassin-in-chief. Shadow
Government offers a powerful survey of a democracy of the wealthy that your grandparents wouldn’t have recognized.
“Tom Engelhardt is an iconoclast . . . Again and again, he goes to the heart of the matter, drawing on his awesomely wide
reading, his knowledge of history, and his acute political radar system.” —Adam Hochschild, author of King Leopold’s Ghost
and Mirror at Midnight “This collection, focused on the new Orwellianism, is some of the finest writing and finest public
service gathered together in book form for your portable pleasure and outrage.” —Rebecca Solnit of Call Them by Their
True Names “Tom Engelhardt’s writing on the new forms of government surveillance is crucial because he has spent a
lifetime studying the rise of the national security state.” —Juan Cole, professor of history at the University of Michigan

America's Secret History
Reveals the covert operations that have brought the United States and Iran to the brink of open war, including Iran's
proposal for peace after 9/11, which was rejected by President Bush, and Iran's secret army in post-U.S. invasion Iraq.

The Secret Battle
For more than a century successive US and UK governments have sought to thwart nationalist, socialist and pro-democracy
movements in the Middle East. Through the Cold War, the ‘War on Terror’ and the present era defined by the Islamic State,
the Western powers have repeatedly manipulated the region’s most powerful actors to ensure the security of their own
interests and, in doing so, have given rise to religious politics, sectarian war, bloody counter-revolutions and now one of the
most brutal incarnations of Islamic extremism ever seen. This is the utterly compelling, systematic dissection of Western
interference in the Middle East. Christopher Davidson exposes the dark side of our foreign policy – dragging many
disturbing facts out into the light for the first time. Most shocking for us today is his assertion that US intelligence agencies
continue to regard the Islamic State, like al-Qaeda before it, as a strategic but volatile asset to be wielded against their
enemies. Provocative, alarming and unrelenting, Shadow Wars demands to be read – now.

The Brothers: John Foster Dulles, Allen Dulles, and Their Secret World War
The Truth Behind the Stories They Don’t Want You to Know America’s Secret History presents an undistorted picture of the
history of the United States. Never in one volume have so many unknown facts that disprove America’s history books been
brought together in a cohesive historical context, all based on verifiable information. Utilizing the House of Representative’s
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little-known 1953 Reece Committee revelations, the Carnegie, Rockefeller, Guggenheim, and Ford foundations have
systematically controlled education and the high-level appointees to the US State Department for the last century with the
full knowledge and approval of the United States government. Conclusive proof that there has been one attempted coup
d’état, and three successful peaceful coups in America’s history, and that all were obvious Deep State initiatives to mold
the government into its intended purposes. Twenty-six people owned the same wealth as the poorest 50 percent of the
world (almost four billion people in 2020). America’s Secret History shows how the Deep State, the Fed, and world
governments caused this to happen. Not another conspiracy theory book, America’s Secret History reveals The Truth
Behind the Stories They Don’t Want You to Know, weaving all of them together to explain just how we find ourselves in
Donald Trump’s America.

State of War
The defining moments of the Revolutionary War did not occur on the battlefield or at the diplomatic table, claims Thomas
Fleming, but at Valley Forge, where the Continental Army wintered in 1777–78. WASHINGTON'S SECRET WAR tells the
dramatic story of how those several critical months transformed a beaten, bedraggled group of recruits into a professional
army capable of defeating the world's most formidable military power. While the British Army relaxed in Philadelphia only
20 miles away, George Washington trained his army under brutal conditions. Fleming reveals that during this difficult winter
Washington was simultaneously fighting another war – one for his political life as members of the Continental Congress
hatched a plot to unseat him and others plotted to betray him. For the first time, WASHINGTON'S SECRET WAR reveals how
Washington's genius at negotiating the gray world of spies, double agents, and palace intrigue vaulted him from losing
general to the charismatic father of his country.

Natural Law, Constitutionalism, Reason of State, and War
A joint biography of John Foster Dulles and Allen Dulles, who led the United States into an unseen war that decisively
shaped today's world During the 1950s, when the Cold War was at its peak, two immensely powerful brothers led the
United States into a series of foreign adventures whose effects are still shaking the world. John Foster Dulles was secretary
of state while his brother, Allen Dulles, was director of the Central Intelligence Agency. In this book, Stephen Kinzer places
their extraordinary lives against the background of American culture and history. He uses the framework of biography to
ask: Why does the United States behave as it does in the world? The Brothers explores hidden forces that shape the
national psyche, from religious piety to Western movies—many of which are about a noble gunman who cleans up a lawless
town by killing bad guys. This is how the Dulles brothers saw themselves, and how many Americans still see their country's
role in the world. Propelled by a quintessentially American set of fears and delusions, the Dulles brothers launched violent
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campaigns against foreign leaders they saw as threats to the United States. These campaigns helped push countries from
Guatemala to the Congo into long spirals of violence, led the United States into the Vietnam War, and laid the foundation
for decades of hostility between the United States and countries from Cuba to Iran. The story of the Dulles brothers is the
story of America. It illuminates and helps explain the modern history of the United States and the world. A Kirkus Reviews
Best Nonfiction Book of 2013

The Secret State
The must-read summary of James Risen's book: “State of War: The Secret History of the CIA and the Bush Administration”.
This complete summary of "State of War" by James Risen, a renowned American journalist, tells the story of George W.
Bush's war on two fronts: reining in abuses of power in his administration and failing to bring about a democratic revolution
in the Middle East. Risen explains how, following 9/11, Bush appears to have abandoned the traditions of patience, caution
and restraint. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand the secret history behind the Bush administration •
Expand your knowledge of American politics To learn more, read "State of War" and discover the abuses of power that led
to much of the conflict attributed to the Bush administration.

Top Secret America
From the #1 New York Times bestselling creators of Op-Center comes a different kind of law enforcement. In the year 2010,
computers are the new superpowers. Those who control them control the world. To enforce the Net Laws, Congress creates
the ultimate computer security agency within the FBI: Net Force®. Minor viruses are eating away at the Net Force
computers. The e-mail shut-downs and flickering monitors are hardly emergencies—but they’ve been keeping the tech
department hopping. Same with the sudden rash of time-consuming lawsuits. No one in Net Force has a moment to spare,
which is exactly the way Mitchell Townsend Ames wants it. Because when the shadowy mastermind launches his master
plan, he wants Net Force to be looking the other way…

Summary: State of War
A landmark collaboration between a thirty-year veteran of the CIA and a Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist, The Main Enemy is
the dramatic inside story of the CIA-KGB spy wars, told through the actions of the men who fought them. Based on
hundreds of interviews with operatives from both sides, The Main Enemy puts us inside the heads of CIA officers as they
dodge surveillance and walk into violent ambushes in Moscow. This is the story of the generation of spies who came of age
in the shadow of the Cuban missile crisis and rose through the ranks to run the CIA and KGB in the last days of the Cold
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War. The clandestine operations they masterminded took them from the sewers of Moscow to the back streets of Baghdad,
from Cairo and Havana to Prague and Berlin, but the action centers on Washington, starting in the infamous "Year of the
Spy"—when, one by one, the CIA’s agents in Moscow began to be killed, up through to the very last man. Behind the scenes
with the CIA's covert operations in Afghanistan, Milt Bearden led America to victory in the secret war against the Soviets,
and for the first time he reveals here what he did and whom America backed, and why. Bearden was called back to
Washington after the Soviets withdrew from Afghanistan and was made chief of the Soviet/East Euro-pean Division—just in
time to witness the fall of the Berlin Wall, the revolutions that swept across Eastern Europe, and the implosion of the Soviet
Union. Laced with startling revelations—about fail-safe top-secret back channels between the CIA and KGB, double and
triple agents, covert operations in Berlin and Prague, and the fateful autumn of 1989—The Main Enemy is history at its
action-packed best.

State Secrets
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The little-known true story of Marie-Madeleine Fourcade, the woman who headed the
largest spy network in occupied France during World War II, from the bestselling author of Citizens of London and Last Hope
Island “Brava to Lynne Olson for a biography that should challenge any outdated assumptions about who deserves to be
called a hero.”—The Washington Post NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR AND THE WASHINGTON POST
In 1941 a thirty-one-year-old Frenchwoman, a young mother born to privilege and known for her beauty and glamour,
became the leader of a vast intelligence organization—the only woman to serve as a chef de résistance during the war.
Strong-willed, independent, and a lifelong rebel against her country’s conservative, patriarchal society, Marie-Madeleine
Fourcade was temperamentally made for the job. Her group’s name was Alliance, but the Gestapo dubbed it Noah’s Ark
because its agents used the names of animals as their aliases. The name Marie-Madeleine chose for herself was Hedgehog:
a tough little animal, unthreatening in appearance, that, as a colleague of hers put it, “even a lion would hesitate to bite.”
No other French spy network lasted as long or supplied as much crucial intelligence—including providing American and
British military commanders with a 55-foot-long map of the beaches and roads on which the Allies would land on D-Day—as
Alliance. The Gestapo pursued them relentlessly, capturing, torturing, and executing hundreds of its three thousand agents,
including Fourcade’s own lover and many of her key spies. Although Fourcade, the mother of two young children, moved
her headquarters every few weeks, constantly changing her hair color, clothing, and identity, she was captured twice by the
Nazis. Both times she managed to escape—once by slipping naked through the bars of her jail cell—and continued to hold
her network together even as it repeatedly threatened to crumble around her. Now, in this dramatic account of the war that
split France in two and forced its people to live side by side with their hated German occupiers, Lynne Olson tells the
fascinating story of a woman who stood up for her nation, her fellow citizens, and herself. “Fast-paced and impressively
researched . . . Olson writes with verve and a historian’s authority. . . . With this gripping tale, Lynne Olson pays [MariePage 10/16
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Madeleine Fourcade] what history has so far denied her. France, slow to confront the stain of Vichy, would do well to finally
honor a fighter most of us would want in our foxhole.”—The New York Times Book Review

Wrath Of Angels
With relentless media coverage, breathtaking events, and extraordinary congressional and independent investigations, it is
hard to believe that we might not know some of the most significant facts about the presidency of George W. Bush. Yet
beneath the surface events of the Bush presidency lies a secret history -- a series of hidden events that makes a mockery of
many of the stories on the surface. This hidden history involves domestic spying, abuses of power, and outrageous
operations. It includes a CIA that became caught in a political crossfire it could not withstand, even against the wishes of
the commander-in-chief. It features a president who created a sphere of deniability, in which his top aides were briefed on
matters of the utmost sensitivity -- but the president was carefully kept in ignorance. STATE OF WAR reveals this hidden
history for the first time, including scandals that will redefine the Bush presidency.

The Secret State
America's Secret War
Covert action and terrorism have played major roles in the politics of the Middle East. It is impossible to comprehend the
intricacies of regional politics without an understanding of the covert machinations that lie beneath the surface. This
pioneering work is an in-depth study of the role of covert action in Syrian politics and foreign relations between 1949 and
1961. Topics covered include the role of foreign governments in manipulating Syria's numerous military coups starting with
Husni al-Za'im's in 1949; the covert struggle to remove Adib al-Shishakli which culminated in his overthrow in 1954; the
conflicts in the late 1950s between Syrian politicians and officers that dragged in the spymasters of the United States,
Britain, the USSR, France, Iraq and Saudi Arabia; the consolidation of power in Syria by security chief Abd al-Hamid Sarraj
and his covert battles with Lebanon, Jordan and Iraq from 1957 onwards. Throughout the book, particular attention is paid
to the role of the Syrian Social Nationalist Party.

The Sovereign State
A shocking examination of the extreme national secruity apparatus built in response to the terrorist attacks of September
11th After 9/11, the United States government embarked on an unprecedented effort to protect America. The result has
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been calamitous: Eleven years of unparalleled spending and growth have produced a system to keep America safe that
may in fact be putting us in even greater danger--but we don't know because it's all top secret. In this acclaimed bestseller,
award-winning journalists Dana Priest and William M. Arkin lift the curtain on this clandestine universe. From the agencies
and private companies keeping track of American citizens, to the military commanders building America's first "top secret
city," to a hidden army within the U.S. military more secret than the CIA, this new national security octopus has become a
self-sustaining "fourth branch" of government. Top Secret America is a tour de force of investigative journalism that reveals
government run amok and a war on terrorism gone wrong.

The Secret Way to War
"The Mirzayanov case is an immediate legal litmus test of emerging Russian democracy. He is an individual in the true
tradition of Andrei Sakharov, a man persecuted under the former regime for telling the truth, but now, rightfully, universally
honored."--Dan Ellsberg, author.

The Deeper State
A ground-breaking history of intelligence—from its classical origins to the onset of the surveillance state in the digital
age—that lifts the veil of secrecy from this clandestine world. Comprehensive and authoritative, The Secret State skillfully
examines the potential pitfalls of the traditional intelligence cycle; the dangerous uncertainties of spies and human
intelligence; how the Cold War became an electronic intelligence war; the technical revolution that began with the use of
reconnaissance photography in World War I and during the Cuban Missile Crisis; the legacy of Stalin's deliberate ignoring of
vital intelligence; how signals intelligence gave America one of its greatest victories; how Wikileaks really happened; and
whether 9/11 could have been avoided if America's post-Cold War intelligence agencies had adapted to the new world of
international terrorism. Authoritative and analytical, Hughes-Wilson searches for hard answers and scrutinizes why crucial
intelligence is so often ignored, misunderstood, or spun by politicians and seasoned generals alike. From yesterday's spies
to tomorrow's cyber world, The Secret State is a fascinating and thought-provoking history of this ever-changing and everimportant subject.

Pay Any Price
This updated edition of The Secret State revises Hennessy's picture of the Soviet threat that was presented to ministers
from the last days of the Second World War to the 1960s. He maps the size and shape of the Cold War state built in
response to that perceived threat, and traces the arguments successive generations of ministers, the military and civil
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servants have used to justify the British nuclear capability. He also adds new material exploring the threats presented by
the IRA and radical Islamic terrorists post 9/11. In what circumstances would the Prime Minister authorize the use of nuclear
force and how would his orders be carried out? What would the Queen be told and when? In this captivating new account,
Peter Hennessy provides the best answers we have yet had to these questions.

The Secret War with Iran
Natural Law, Constitutionalism, Reason of State, and War: Counter-Reformation Spanish Political Thought (Volumes I and II)
aims at understanding how Spanish thinkers in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries approached the emerging
institution of the state. The volumes are divided evenly into four distinct but related parts that cover the Spaniards' central
concerns. In the first, a fundamental question is asked: Is the state a natural institution? In the second, the theme is the
best form of government. The third part is concerned with the imperative need to define the ethical boundaries beyond
which the state must not trespass. Finally, the fourth part examines the question of war as an instrument of policy.

The Twilight War
The Secret War Council, Germany’s spy organization in New York, received orders from Berlin to stop the flow of munitions
through terrorism in January 1915. German agents in the U.S. firebombed freighters on the high seas, incited labor unrest,
fomented troubles along the Mexican-American border, and damaged or destroyed dozens of American factories and
logistics installations. The German secret war against the United States in 1915, its discovery and publication, combined
with the disastrous sinking of the Lusitania in May of that year, did much to prepare the American public to finally accept
joining the Entente powers against Germany in 1917. This is the story of a group of German agents in the United States,
who executed this mission.

The Main Enemy
The author surveys some of the foundations of state legitimacy and demonstrates why many weak states will be the locales
of war in the future.

Secret War in the Middle East
A founder of a leading private intelligence company offers a geopolitical, inside analysis of the truth about America's true
foreign policy in Afghanistan, Iraq, and other locations around the world, examining covert and overt efforts in the global
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war against terrorism, the unreported factors that led to the invasion of Iraq, and other important events. Reprint. 20,000
first printing.

Rise and Kill First
The author reveals what he sees as the hidden costs of the War on Terror—from squandered and stolen dollars, to
outrageous abuses of power, to wars on normalcy, decency and truth. By the author of State of War. 75,000 first printing.

Story of a Secret State
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * The first definitive history of the Mossad, Shin Bet, and the IDF's targeted killing programs,
hailed by The New York Times as "an exceptional work, a humane book about an incendiary subject." WINNER OF THE
NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARD IN HISTORY NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY JENNIFER SZALAI, THE
NEW YORK TIMES NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Economist * The New York Times Book Review *
BBC History Magazine * Mother Jones * Kirkus Reviews The Talmud says: "If someone comes to kill you, rise up and kill him
first." This instinct to take every measure, even the most aggressive, to defend the Jewish people is hardwired into Israel's
DNA. From the very beginning of its statehood in 1948, protecting the nation from harm has been the responsibility of its
intelligence community and armed services, and there is one weapon in their vast arsenal that they have relied upon to
thwart the most serious threats: Targeted assassinations have been used countless times, on enemies large and small,
sometimes in response to attacks against the Israeli people and sometimes preemptively. In this page-turning, eye-opening
book, journalist and military analyst Ronen Bergman--praised by David Remnick as "arguably [Israel's] best investigative
reporter"--offers a riveting inside account of the targeted killing programs: their successes, their failures, and the moral and
political price exacted on the men and women who approved and carried out the missions. Bergman has gained the
exceedingly rare cooperation of many current and former members of the Israeli government, including Prime Ministers
Shimon Peres, Ehud Barak, Ariel Sharon, and Benjamin Netanyahu, as well as high-level figures in the country's military and
intelligence services: the IDF (Israel Defense Forces), the Mossad (the world's most feared intelligence agency), Caesarea (a
"Mossad within the Mossad" that carries out attacks on the highest-value targets), and the Shin Bet (an internal security
service that implemented the largest targeted assassination campaign ever, in order to stop what had once appeared to be
unstoppable: suicide terrorism). Including never-before-reported, behind-the-curtain accounts of key operations, and based
on hundreds of on-the-record interviews and thousands of files to which Bergman has gotten exclusive access over his
decades of reporting, Rise and Kill First brings us deep into the heart of Israel's most secret activities. Bergman traces, from
statehood to the present, the gripping events and thorny ethical questions underlying Israel's targeted killing campaign,
which has shaped the Israeli nation, the Middle East, and the entire world. "A remarkable feat of fearless and responsible
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reporting . . . important, timely, and informative."--John le Carré
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